
Application programming interfaces, or APIs, have revolutionized the shopping 

experience – both for merchants and consumers. APIs enable retailers to generate new 

revenue streams, optimize existing processes, and strengthen relationships with 

customers. They can create personalized experiences by integrating location, inventory, 

and payment data, all by leveraging APIs.


Consumers are empowered to access inventory and occupancy data to make 

purchases, reservations, and join waitlists. They can enjoy the flexibility of online 

ordering and mobile payment systems versus being tethered to traditional POS 

systems.


However, there is a responsibility merchants and their payment solution providers share 

in keeping patron data safe. Considering these APIs transmit sensitive customer 

information, and a considerable amount of it, merchants need to be proactive in 

securing their API estate. This includes ensuring the right authentication barriers are in 

place to prevent data breaches.


The following research findings highlight vulnerabilities from a leading mobile payments 

and management provider that serves many prominent merchants. The data details the 

type of data exposed and the methods in which it can be accessed by cybercriminals.


Vulnerability Information

Tabit Mobile First 
Hospitality Platform
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What is the name of the affected product or software?

What version number of the product or software is affected?

Our teams found several critical vulnerabilities in the popular restaurant management 

app Tabit.

Version 3.15.4
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What are the vulnerabilities?

How does an attacker exploit these vulnerabilities?

Sensitive information disclosure

Several APIs on the web system display sensitive information such as health 

statements, previous bills in a specific restaurant, alcohol consumption and 

smoking habits, without authorization.


Each of the described APIs, has in its URL one or more MongoDB ID which is not 

easy to enumerate. Website enumeration refers to the process of discovering 

resources that a web server is using and the underlying technology that the web 

server is running on. Each API receives a ‘tiny URL’ in Tabit’s domain, in the form 

of https://tbit.be/{suffix} with the suffix being a 5 characters long string 

containing numbers, lower and upper case letters. While it is not simple to 

enumerate them all, it is easy to find some that work and lead to a personal 

endpoint.


Two vulnerabilities from the OWASP API Top 10 are actually being exploited here

 API4 - Lack of Resources & Rate Limiting

 API1 - Broken Object Level Authorization


Furthermore, the redirect URL disclosed the MongoDB IDs discussed above. We 

could use them to query other endpoints disclosing more personal information.



For example: The url https://tabitisrael.co.il/online-reservations/health-

statement?orgId={org_id}&healthStatementId={health_statement_id} is used to 

invite friends to fill a health statement before attending the restaurant. We can 

use the health_statement_id to access the https://tgm-api.tabit.cloud/health-

statement/{health_statement_id} API which discloses medical information as 

well as ID numbers.

Arbitrary SMS send on Tabit’s behalf

Giftcard stealth

Password enumeration

HTTP Method manipulation

Arbitrary account modification

Excessive data exposure
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Tabit’s resend OTP API an adversary to send messages on Tabit’s behalf to 
anyone registered on the system. That API can be used to craft malicious 
messages to any user of the system. In addition, the API probably has some kind 
of template injection potential. When entering {{otp}} in the custom message 
field it is formatted into an OTP.

Tiny URLs on Tabit’s domain, explained in section 1, yield personal gift cards.

The passwords for the Tabit system is a 4 digit OTP. Tabit’s resend OTP API 
allows an adversary to try logging in indefinitely. Once again, this is an example 
of OWASP: API4 - Lack of Resources & Rate Limiting.

https://bridge.tabit.cloud/configuration/addresses-query - can be POST-ed to 
add addresses to the database. This is an example of OWASP:API8 - Injection.

One of the endpoints mapped by the tiny URL was a page where an adversary 
can modify personal details, such as email addresses and phone numbers of a 
specific user in a restaurant's loyalty program. Possibly allowing account 
takeover (the mail can be used to reset password).

Another endpoint mapped by the tiny URL was one for reservation cancellation. 
It contained the MongoDB ID of the reservation and organization. This can be 
used to query the http://tgm-api.tabit.cloud/rsv/management/{reservationId}
organization={orgId}.


These APIs returned a lot of data regarding the reservation. Things like name, 
mail, phone number, the number of visits of the user to this specific restaurant, 
the money he spent there, the money he spent on alcohol, whether he left a 
deposit etc. These data points can easily be used for a phishing attack. This is 
an example of OWASP: API3 - Excessive Data Exposure.
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What does an attacker gain by exploiting these vulnerabilities?

Personal Information, gift cards and data that can be used for a phishing attack. They 
can also cancel restaurant reservations as well.
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How were these vulnerabilities discovered?

Our researcher dined at a restaurant working with Tabit and saw a tiny URL leading to 
their bill. They were concerned so they tried enumerating some other tiny urls. They 
didn’t get all of the findings simply by enumerating, but also used the data received from 
the enumeration process as inspiration for some of the findings.
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Noname Labs seeks to uncover unknown API vulnerabilities within prominent 

platforms and address potential sensitive data exposure. The objective is to 

identify ways in which organizations can improve their API security posture. 

In turn, user data is better protected and organizations become better 

educated on how to close API security gaps within their ecosystem. 

The Noname Labs 
mission
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